There's a hippopotamus on our roof...
It's Monday night and there is a hippopotamus on Madeleine's roof eating an ice cream. Hippo's really like ice cream.
On Tuesday, the hippopotamus is practicing his painting. He is high up on Elise's roof, painting a picture of the house across the road.
The hippopotamus has been very busy, so tonight, he is sleeping on Oliver’s roof.
The next day, the hippopotamus has footy lessons on Finlay's roof...
...and then he runs over to Fin’s roof to play in a match! This hippo plays for Sacred Heart.
The hippopotamus is hungry after playing sport, so he stands on Beatrice’s roof and eats apples from the apple tree nearby.
Friday is painting day, this time from Harry D's roof. He says it's a nice view from up there!
On Saturday, the hippopotamus plays with his dog on Yuwen’s roof.
Bang! Crash! What's that noise? It's the hippopotamus practicing his karate skills on Gideon's roof.
Where is the hippopotamus now? I spy him on Martina’s roof watching TV while the shower is running.
Bounce! Bounce! Bounce! The hippopotamus is spending Sunday afternoon bouncing on the trampoline while eating lollies and watching TV on Harriet's. What a busy hippo!
It's Monday again. What is the hippopotamus doing today? He's up high on James' roof practicing his karate with a karate DVD playing on the TV.
It's raining at Harry H's house on Tuesday, but that doesn't bother the hippopotamus. He is on the roof practicing his soccer skills.
On Wednesday, the sun is shining at Tomas’ house and the hippopotamus is riding his bike. Be careful hippo! You’re very high up.
It's lunch time and the hippopotamus is high up on Eliza's roof. He is hungry, but there is no food in sight. Poor hippo is looking through the neighbour's rubbish bins.
The hippopotamus has had enough of looking through the bins, so he decides to jump onto Lexi’s roof and paint another beautiful picture. This hippo loves to paint!
After a big sleep, the hippopotamus takes himself over to Jolene’s roof to dance and practice ballet.
Then, he takes his ballet shoes and outfit to India’s roof to continue his practice.
The hippopotamus isn’t tired after all that ballet. Look! Now he is on Atul’s roof, eating an ice cream and having a shower while bouncing on the trampoline with his mum and dad! Clever hippo.
The last place the hippopotamus finds himself is on Miss Vivian's roof where he paints for one last time. The hippo is painting a picture of Prep MW!